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A story of fantasy, adventure, and hot encounters between a human and three beautiful, badass ladies!Layla has a problem. Actually, as a cat-person felis living in a land of
humans, she has many, but her most recent problem is her best friend. When Rachel, a necromancer and her oldest, most trusted friend, showed up out of the blue a little while
ago and desperately asked for her help gathering the shards of an old, magical dagger, Layla felt compelled to say yes. But even with the help of her friend Morgan, a nine-foot
tall half-giantess, this job is proving dangerous, and she's worried that if they don't get a healer soon, one of them is going to end up dead.Alan has a problem of his own. As the
last born to a family with a strong lineage of adventuring, he feels like he might be not only failing to live up to expectations, but also missing out on a life of wild fun, by living
quietly at an inn in a small village as a healer. So when an extremely attractive felis named Layla shows up and asks him to join her adventuring party, it feels like the Gods
stepping in and giving him a little push.However, as they start to adventure together and Layla and Morgan begin to seduce him, and then quickly hop in bed with him for some of
the best sex he's ever had in his entire life, he's realizing that exploring cool places and getting a lot of gold aren't the only perks of being an adventurer...LUST & ADVENTURE
contains a lot of sex between an inexperienced young man and a sexy cat woman, a half-giantess, and a shy necromancer, and has several scenes of violence. You have been
warned.
Love begets madness. Viscount Locksley watched it happen to his father after his cherished wife’s death. But when his sire arranges to marry flame-haired fortune hunter Portia
Gadstone, Locke is compelled to take drastic measures to stop the stunning beauty from taking advantage of the marquess. A marriage of mutual pleasure could be convenient,
indeed . . . as long as inconvenient feelings don’t interfere. Desperation forced Portia to agree to marry a madman. The arrangement will offer the protection she needs. Or so
she believes until the marquess’s distractingly handsome son peruses the fine print . . .and takes his father’s place! Now the sedate—and, more importantly, secure—union Portia
planned has been tossed in favor of one simmering with wicked temptation and potential heartbreak. Because as she begins to fall for her devilishly seductive husband, her dark
secrets surface and threaten to ruin them both—unless Locke is willing to risk all and open his heart to love.
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When Claudia Hodges-Bradley meets a fox, she knows it will be an extraordinary day. Not just any fox, this vixen is the magical familiar of the sorceress Morgana Shee. For
years, Morgana has guarded the solitary gate between Earth and the Wildworld, a shimmering parallel universe where legends still live. She alone holds the secret of the mirrors
that serve as the last surviving passage to enchantment. But Morgana has been betrayed and imprisoned in the Wildworld, and the fox is determined to recruit Claudia and her
siblings for the rescue mission. Armed only with courage and determination, Alys, Charles, Jane and Claudia must save Morgana before the winter solstice, when evil sorcerer
Cadel Forge plans to escape the Wildworld and conquer Earth. And with December 21stonly 2 weeks away, there is no time to lose…
When a sleepy hillside town is beset by a spate of burglaries followed by a murder, Detective Jack Harris must quickly uncover the link between them. A series of blood-curdling
screams heard in the dead of the Cumbrian night has a London woman new to the area convinced that a murder has occurred. When the body of a young woman is in fact found,
rumours quickly spread that a serial killer is at work in the small Pennine community of Levton Bridge. When the clues do indeed begin to point to a connection with other missing
women, the pressure from on high to find answers increases ten-fold. Fighting the media circus's constant attempts to thwart the investigation, detective Jack Harris must also
battle the confusion and doubts among his own team in order to find the killer. THE VIXEN'S SCREAM is the second book by John Dean to feature DCI Jack Harris. Look out for
the first, DEAD HILL. These books can be enjoyed on their own or as part of a series, in no particular order. If you enjoy traditional British murder mysteries, look no further than
THE VIXEN'S SCREAM.
"No one states problems more correctly, more astutely, more amusingly and more uncomfortably than Francine Prose . . . The gift of her work to a reader is to create for us what
she creates for her protagonist: the subtle unfolding, the moment-by-moment process of discovery as we read and change, from not knowing and even not wanting to know or
care, to seeing what we had not seen and finding our way to the light of the ending."--Amy Bloom, New York Times Book Review Depending on the light, it's either a very funny
serious story or a very serious funny story. But no matter how you turn it, The Vixen offers an illuminating reflection on the slippery nature of truth in America, then and
now.--Washington Post Critically acclaimed, bestselling author Francine Prose returns with a dazzling new novel set in the glamorous world of 1950s New York publishing, the
story of a young man tasked with editing a steamy bodice-ripper based on the recent trial and execution of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg--an assignment that will reveal the true
cost of entering that seductive, dangerous new world. It's 1953, and Simon Putnam, a recent Harvard graduate newly hired by a distinguished New York publishing firm, has
entered a glittering world of three-martini lunches, exclusive literary parties, and old-money aristocrats in exquisitely tailored suits, a far cry from his loving, middle-class Jewish
family in Coney Island. But Simon's first assignment--editing The Vixen, the Patriot and the Fanatic, a lurid bodice-ripper improbably based on the recent trial and execution of
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, a potboiler intended to shore up the firm's failing finances--makes him question the cost of admission. Because Simon has a secret that, at the
height of the Red Scare and the McCarthy hearings, he cannot reveal: his beloved mother was a childhood friend of Ethel Rosenberg's. His parents mourn Ethel's death. Simon's
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dilemma grows thornier when he meets The Vixen's author, the startlingly beautiful, reckless, seductive Anya Partridge, ensconced in her opium-scented boudoir in a luxury
Hudson River mental asylum. As mysteries deepen, as the confluence of sex, money, politics and power spirals out of Simon's control, he must face what he's lost by exchanging
the loving safety of his middle-class Jewish parents' Coney Island apartment for the witty, whiskey-soaked orbit of his charismatic boss, the legendary Warren Landry. Gradually
Simon realizes that the people around him are not what they seem, that everyone is keeping secrets, that ordinary events may conceal a diabolical plot--and that these crises
may steer him toward a brighter future. At once domestic and political, contemporary and historic, funny and heartbreaking, enlivened by surprising plot turns and passages from
Anya's hilariously bad novel, The Vixen illuminates a period of history with eerily striking similarities to the current moment. Meanwhile it asks timeless questions: How do we
balance ambition and conscience? What do social mobility and cultural assimilation require us to sacrifice? How do we develop an authentic self, discover a vocation, and learn
to live with the mysteries of love, family, art, life and loss?
High school bites-especially when you want to kill your classmates. Check out this original horror novel featuring Archie Comics characters! Everyone knows the characters from
Riverdale: popular Archie Andrews, sophisticated Veronica Lodge, girl-next-door Betty Cooper, and angsty Jughead Jones. But this is not the Riverdale you know and love.
Something twisted has awoken in the town with pep. Inspired by the iconic Archie Horror comics, this reimagined universe takes the grittiness of the TV show and adds a
paranormal twist. Everyone thinks that Veronica Lodge has it all: the rich parents and the big house. The popular jock crush. The perfect best friend. But all that changes when
she's bitten by an ancient vampire named Theodore Finch. Theodore is turning all of Riverdale's most powerful citizens into vampires-including Veronica's parents. But that's only
the beginning of what he has planned... Veronica escapes from becoming one of Theodore's minions, but the lives of the entire town are at stake. Veronica can't defeat him
alone. With some help from her friends, Veronica discovers how to turn everyone back to normal-including herself. All they have to do is kill Theodore. But Veronica's bloodlust is
getting harder to control. Can Betty, Archie, Dilton, and Cheryl figure out how to stop Theodore-and save Veronica-before it's too late? The Archie Horror series contains all-new,
original stories that fans of horror AND fans of Riverdale will die for!
Nothing can quench the urgent fires of love they were born to share, except one ruthless enemy, in Lady Vixen, a historical romance by Shirlee Busbee. —English High Seas to
New Orleans Pirate Havens, 1808— Outwitting a ruthless plot against her life, Nicole Ashford flees her aristocratic England home on a privateer's ship bound for the luxurious
pirate havens of New Orleans. Yet Nicole’s daring escape has plunged her into even graver peril... as the captive mistress to the notorious high-seas outlaw, Captain Saber. In
the night hours, his savage passion makes her a woman. But it is his tender kisses that are plundering her soul. Nothing can seem to stop what has begun between them.
Nothing will satiate the urgent fires of love they seem born to share. Nothing except Nicole’s cunning and ruthless enemy who refuses to let her go. Publisher Note: Shirlee
Busbee's page-turning historical romance transports readers to a world of strong men, vibrant women, heart-stopping plot twists, and breathless passion that is not for the faint of
heart. Don't miss these other titles from Shirlee Busbee: THE RECKLESS BRIDES, in series order The Spanish Rose Gypsy Lady Lady Vixen THE RELUCTANT BRIDES, in
series order A Heart for the Taking Swear by Moonlight While Passion Sleeps THE SOUTHERN WOMEN, in series order The Tiger Lily Each Time We Love At Long Last Love a
Dark Rider THE LOUISIANA LADIES, in series order Deceive Not My Heart Midnight Masquerade Love Be Mine
This book serves as a comprehensive guide for using a Nexstar Evolution mount with WiFi SkyPortal control, walking the reader through the process for aligning and operating
the system from a tablet or smartphone. The next generation Go-To mount from Celestron, this is compatible not only with the Nextstar Evolution but also with older mounts. It is
the ideal resource for anyone who owns, or is thinking of owning, a Nexstar Evolution telescope, or adapting their existing Celestron mount. Pros and cons of the system are
thoroughly covered with a critical depth that addresses any possible question by users. Beginning with a brief history of Go-To telescopes and the genesis of this still new
technology, the author covers every aspect of the newly expanding capability in observing. This includes the associated Sky Portal smartphone and tablet application, the
transition from the original Nexstar GoTo system to the new SkyPortal system, the use of the Sky Portal application with its Sky Safari 4 basic software and Celestron WiFi
adaptations, and discussions on the use of SkyPortal application using the Celestron adapter on older Celestron mounts. Comments and recommendations for equipment enable
the reader to successfully use and appreciate the new WiFi capability without becoming overwhelmed. Extensively illustrated using actual screenshots from the program
interface, this is the only guide to the Nextstar SkyPortal an observer will need.
The first modern Chinese middle grade series to be translated and brought to the English-speaking market, from bestselling author Chen Jiatong. A young white fox dreams of
being human. When his parents are taken from him, long-held secrets and a legend about a miraculous treasure rise to the surface in this perilous quest for self-discovery.
In the last few years, digital SLR cameras have taken the astrophotography world by storm. It is now easier to photograph the stars than ever before! They are compact and
portable, flexible to adapt with different lenses and for telescope use, and above all DSLR cameras are easy and enjoyable to use. In this concise guide, experienced
astrophotography expert Michael Covington outlines the simple, enduring basics that will enable you to get started, and help you get the most from your equipment. He covers a
wide selection of equipment, simple and advanced projects, technical considerations and image processing techniques. Unlike other astrophotography books, this one focuses
specifically on DSLR cameras, not astronomical CCDs, non-DSLR digital cameras, or film. This guide is ideal for astrophotographers who wish to develop their skills using DSLR
cameras and as a friendly introduction to amateur astronomers or photographers curious about photographing the night sky.
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Starbook tells the tale of a prince and a maiden in a mythical land where a golden age is ending. Their fragile story considers the important questions we all face, exploring
creativity, wisdom, suffering and transcendence in a time when imagination still ruled the world. A magnificent achievement and a modern-day parable, Starbook offers a vision of
life far greater than ourselves.
When innocent Alexa Ashley is kidnapped by Adam Foxworth, she falls prey to his masterful seduction, only to find out that it is all part of a game of revenge. But two can play at
that game. Reissue. Put. 4/04.
High school bites -- especially when you want to kill your classmates. Check out this original horror novel featuring Archie Comics characters!
A Sci-Fi Harem Erotica featuring beautiful, badass mercenary ladies!Ryan and the Hellcats have spent some time together, run a few simple missions, and gotten to know each
other...on a very intimate, personal level. Although he still feels like he's a man in a dream almost all of the time, he's beginning to settle into his amazing new life as a
mercenary.After a pair of new women show up, another beautiful brunette Amazonian and silver-skinned sexbot-turned-mercenary, the crew decides that it's high time they
indulged in a vacation. Something they haven't enjoyed in quite awhile. They are especially looking forward to it when they learn that this will be Ryan's first real vacation.They
take him to a relaxing paradise of a planet and land on the White Sand Islands, then promptly proceed to rent out the entire top floor a lavish hotel and get right to all sorts of
sultry, naughty things. Namely by seeing how far they can take things with their new boytoy without breaking him...HELLCATS 2 is a novel of casual sex between a human and a
host of alien or otherwise inhuman ladies, and definitely features a lot of passionate sex scenes. You have been warned.
All his other Harem brothers have found their one true love and they are spectacular princesses. Not Valor's girl. Veila is the definition of evil. Not the kind of girl a guy falls for.
Especially a stand-up guy like Valor. He's not interested in her sexy glow, her pretty hair, or her glowing eyes. No. Valor only wants one thing for his fated princess. Death. But it's
kind of hard to kill someone you've been genetically engineered to love. And Veila not only has total control over him, but also Harem Station. The only way Valor can get Harem
Station back is to use the soulmate bond against her. Valor has to make Veila believe that their bond is true, that his feelings are real, and that he is willing to sell out his brothers,
hand over all of Harem Station's secrets, and leave his old life behind to help her get what she wants. But it's never going to happen. Valor will never love Veila. Ever. He'd rather
die trying to kill her than spend one moment as her puppet king. There's just one problem. The soulmate bond goes both ways. Veiled Vixen is book six in the Harem Station
series and features an army of pissed-off princesses, five brothers facing their past, a station filled with ruthless, rebelling outlaws, and a lesson in what matters. It's a love story
about revenge, and hate, and regrets - but also forgiveness, loyalty, family, and having the courage to see the truth behind the veil.
Since she exploded on the scene with her two juicy and impossible-to-put-down tell-alls, readers have wanted to know even more about what makes Karrine Steffans tick. How
was she able to meet all the high profile politicians, movie stars, and other celebrities that are her close acquaintances? What skills does she possess to keep men wanting
more? Finally, Karrine lays it all out and explains exactly what a woman must do to win over the man of her dreams. With chapters like "Never Let Him See You Sweat," "Flirting,"
"Encouraging His Manhood," and "Give Him What He Wants," this hot and sexy manual is a must-have for every woman's bookshelf.
Finally, the bar will be set and the truth will be told. Buffie Carruth, known as the legendary Buffie the Body, takes readers from ATL'S most wanted dancer, most sought-after
YouTube actress, leading lady in G-Unit and other music videos, an in-demand ringtone wallpaper model, the most sought-after prison wall pinup girl in America and most
curvaceous woman in the world, to book author with her highly anticipated expose of the industry, Vixen Icon. Buffie gives readers a Making-of-the-Body look behind the videos
and cover shots and reveals the Who, the What, and the Why of the industry and leaves no opinion unwritten. The very assets that have made her the most downloaded Web girl
have set the stage for ladies everywhere to swing their hips proudly. Often compared to other vixens, Buffie the Body is a far cry from the Superheads of the industry; Vixen Icon
proves the Body is the most prominent and illustrious Icon the world has seen for years to come.
This book is for the aging amateur astronomy population, including newcomers to astronomy in their retirement and hobbyists who loved peering through a telescope as a child. Whether a
novice or an experienced observer, the practice of astronomy differs over the years. This guide will extend the enjoyment of astronomy well into the Golden Years by addressing topics such as
eye and overall health issues, recommendations on telescope equipment, and astronomy-related social activities especially suited for seniors. Many Baby-Boomers reaching retirement age
are seeking new activities, and amateur astronomy is a perfect fit as a leisure time activity. Established backyard astronomers who began their love of astronomy in their youth, meanwhile,
may face many physical and mental challenges in continuing their lifelong hobby as they age beyond their 55th birthdays. That perfect telescope purchased when they were thirty years old
now suddenly at sixty years old feels like an immovable object in the living room. The 20/20 eyesight has given way to reading glasses or bifocals. Treasured eyepieces feel all wrong. Growing
old is a natural process of life, but astronomy is timeless. With a little knowledge and some lifestyle adjustments, older astronomers can still enjoy backyard observing well into their seventies,
eighties and even into their nineties.
Viper:Viper didn't get his name for his disposition.He got it from his days as a Navy Seal.He could be the silent killer waiting to strike.He was untamed and loved his brothers in the MCThen he
met the woman who tried to take off his head.The one who wouldn't let him forget her.She was a president's sister. Off limits.But he'd seen her and now he wanted her.Harper:Her helping her
brother and the Warriors led to her being a target.Their enemies tried to kill her.The Warriors took her in to protect her.This put her near him every day.The one man she couldn't forget.The
one she'd been obsessing about since he found her naked that day.A man who made her want to explore a relationship.If only he wanted the same.However more enemies are out to kill her.
Once one is gone, someone else seems to have taken their place. Had they missed some one? Could Viper find the threat and eliminate it before his Vixen was taken from him forever?
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The groundbreaking graphic memoir that inspires breast cancer patients to fight back—and do so with style. “What happens when a shoe-crazy, lipstick-obsessed, wine-swilling, pasta-slurping,
fashion-fanatic, about-to-get-married big-city girl cartoonist with a fabulous life finds . . . a lump in her breast?” That’s the question that sets this powerful, funny, and poignant graphic memoir
in motion. In vivid color and with a taboo-breaking sense of humor, Marisa Acocella Marchetto tells the story of her eleven-month, ultimately triumphant bout with breast cancer—from diagnosis
to cure, and every challenging step in between. •One of Time’s top ten graphic novels of the year •Slate.com’s medical book of the year •One of the Wall Street Journal’s five best books on
living with illness •Finalist, Books for a Better Life •Finalist, National Cartoonists Society Graphic Novel of the Year “Powerful . . . A vibrant, neon chronicle with plenty of attitude . . . A triumph
of imagination and spirit.” —Los Angeles Times “Ebullient . . . Visually invigorating and unflinching.” —The New York Times Book Review “Irresistibly authentic . . . These words and pictures
convey humility and humanity with witty grace and heartfelt power.” —The Miami Herald “Funny, eye-opening, moving.” —Time
A Lady and the Scoundrel Romance (#1) From Romantic Times Career Achievement Award Winner and New York Times bestseller Victoria Thompson, a sensual tale of historical romance in
the Wild, Wild West... “Ms. Thompson imbues her characters with strength, eloquence and dignity.” –Romantic Times INSOLENT ROGUE Pretty Maggi Colson is backed into a corner—either
sell Colson Ranch or accept Jack Sinclair’s loathsome marriage proposal! Jack may have the rugged handsomeness that other women desire...but Maggi refuses to give him what he wants.
While Maggi swears that selling Colson Ranch is the one thing she will never do—every time his smoldering eyes rake over her, she can barely contain her desire...and the desperate need for
another one of his demanding kisses... STUBBORN SPITFIRE Jack admires the stubborn little spitfire—there is no quit to her. But to get what he wants, he’ll have to resort to marriage, the
one thing he swears is not for him. If it takes until dawn, he’ll subdue her sweet lips and watch her sea-green eyes deepen to emerald with passion. He’ll turn her words into cries of exquisite
pleasure, begging him to make her his own Texas Vixen.
A Fantasy Romance Novel.John, who was once a hunter living an unhappy life in a small village, has had his life changed forever when he met Yelena, the demoness. Although their first real
interaction saw Yelena punching him in the face and holding a knife to his throat, they soon found themselves allies.That alliance became lust, then lust became friendship, and friendship soon
became absolute, head-over-heels love.It has been a month since the couple tracked down an amulet meant to help mask Yelena's true nature from the world around her, a world that either
flees or attacks upon learning that she is a demoness. The pair have been building a life for themselves out in the Emerald Wild. They've made some friends (with benefits), made repairs to a
pair of cabins they've decided to call home, and fallen even deeper in love with each other.But all that changes one night when a demon scout tracks Yelena down, learns the truth about why
she left her home realm, and reports this back to her ex-lover, who has since come into a position of power. Now, as they are being hunted by demon warriors intent on recapturing and
'reeducating' Yelena, the pair must find some way to rid themselves of this deadly new threat...DEMONESS III contains adult situations, vivid sex scenes with multiple partners, a lot of casual
interracial encounters, and a highly sexual and deeply romantic relationship between a man and a warrior demoness. You have been warned.
Detective Ed Jackson, an irresistible police detective, and eccentric mystery writer Grace McCabe struggle to separate business from pleasure while pursuing a deranged murderer
responsible for the brutal death of Grace's sister, Kathleen, who had been augmenting her income by working as an at-home phone-sex operator. Reissue.
This titillating exposé chronicles the personal and professional adventures of this tabloid-laden socialite, dispelling some rumors, while confirming others. Diaries unveils the heavily shrouded
Hollywood backrooms and its coveted secrets. Offering her ardent fans answers to burning questions and presenting lessons learned, this book will surely not disappoint. Karrine Steffans
continues to dish out juicy gossip and the much sought after details of her star studded lifestyle and the celebrity men that helped her get where she needed to be. Karrine draws you in to get
an up-close and personal look at the Hollywood life of fast money and sex; all the things that make for a great movie. She discusses her interactions with people after the release of
Confessions of a Video Vixen and how she copes with it all.
In a post-war world, Sierra Maurell and her three fox attribute brothers must use their cunning to endure the cold rejection of the pure DNA human race. When a new series of desegregation
laws force Sierra to spend her last year of high school at a former human only institution, social antagonism compels her to lead her fellow half-breeds towards equality. But one human
refuses to treat half-breeds as less than human, and their meeting creates a new line of fate which might change Sierra's world forever.
What are these graceful visitors to our skies? We now know that they bring both life and death and teach us about our origins. Comet begins with a breathtaking journey through space astride
a comet. Pulitzer Prize-winning astronomer Carl Sagan, author of Cosmos and Contact, and writer Ann Druyan explore the origin, nature, and future of comets, and the exotic myths and
portents attached to them. The authors show how comets have spurred some of the great discoveries in the history of science and raise intriguing questions about these brilliant visitors from
the interstellar dark. Were the fates of the dinosaurs and the origins of humans tied to the wanderings of a comet? Are comets the building blocks from which worlds are formed? Lavishly
illustrated with photographs and specially commissioned full-color paintings, Comet is an enthralling adventure, indispensable for anyone who has ever gazed up at the heavens and wondered
why. Praise for Comet "Simply the best." —The Times of London "Fascinating, evocative, inspiring." —The Washington Post "Comet humanizes science. A beautiful, interesting book." —United
Press International "Masterful . . . science, poetry, and imagination." —The Atlanta Journal & Constitution
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability to create illusions:
these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once. When raised to the level of art, seduction, an
indirect and subtle form of power, has toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: the
characters and the process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of
the seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target. Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and
Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a fundamental truth about who we are,
and the targets we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the
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internationally bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
Ilse Koch was the buxom she-sadist who ruled Buchenwald concentration camp with an iron fist of torture, sexual depravity and atrocity. The most infamous of her crimes was making
lampshades and other ornaments from the human skin she flayed from her dead victims. This special short ebook in the new “Careers Of Evil” series examines her life, crimes, and eventual
punishment in vivid detail, including as a bonus the classic men's adventure short story inspired by Koch, “Blood-Stained Nymphomaniac Of Buchenwald”.
This book is for anyone who owns, or is thinking of owning, a Vixen Star Book Ten telescope mount or its predecessor. A revolution in amateur astronomy has occurred in the past decade with
the wide availability of high tech, computer-driven, Go-To telescopes. Vixen Optics is leading the way by offering the Star Book Ten system, with its unique star map graphics software. The
Star Book Ten is the latest version of computer telescope control using star map graphics as a user interface, first introduced in the original Star Book first offered in 2003. The increasingly
complicated nature of this software means that learning to optimize this program is not straightforward, and yet the resulting views when all features are correctly deployed can be
phenomenal. After a short history of computerized Go-To telescopes for the consumer amateur astronomer market, Chen offers a treasury of technical information. His advice, tips, and
solutions aid the user in getting the most out of the Star Book Ten system in observing sessions.
You only think you want this life . . . Alex Maxwell is planning her wedding to up-and coming music artist Birdie, ghostwriting video vixen Cleopatra Wright’s memoir, and she’s just been
assigned the story of the year by her editor in chief at a major music industry magazine—an article about the glamorous lives of women married to platinum-selling hip-hop artists. Alex has
been interviewing celebrities and hangers-on long enough to know all that glitters isn’t gold, so she’s determined to get the real scoop. Still, it’s not going to be easy to get past the wives’
gilded cages. . . Beth Saddlebrook, wife of aging rapper Z. They have three beautiful boys and a seemingly endless supply of cash. But Beth spends her days trying to keep Z off drugs and
fielding calls from women hollering she’s just a “small-town white bitch” and claiming to be carrying Z’s baby. Only one person understands what she’s going through. . . Kipenzi Hill,
multiplatinum-selling R&B artist and Beth’s best friend. Her relationship with rap star and record label president Jake is an open secret in the industry. She knows Jake loves her, but he’d
rather break up than publicly acknowledge it. Now she has learned that the newest (and much younger) R&B sensation Bunny has been signed to Jake’s label. Josephine Bennett, wife to
Jamaican singer and überproducer Ras Bennett. Josephine doesn’t just want to spend her husband’s money, she wants to contribute. Her fashion company is finally starting to get media
attention when her husband admits to something she’s suspected all along—he’s fallen in love with another woman. Cleopatra Wright, every man’s dream girl, a video vixen with a story to tell
and scores to settle. Cleo’s got that thing no one can put a finger on and no man (or woman) can resist. Some would call her evil or misguided or both, but Cleo always moves with a purpose
and she’ll stop at nothing to get what she wants. . . Alex realizes she may have more in common with these women than she’d like. What if this is a glimpse of how her life will be if Birdie
finally gets signed to a major label? Stuck between her loyalty to this newfound sisterhood and her obligation to write the truth, Alex is forced to rethink everything she knows about work,
friendship, and love.
Wednesday, August 11, 1954 Nick and Carter are sailing across the sea to Honolulu on an impromptu holiday. For the sake of propriety and decorum, the ship's captain pairs them off with a
-lady couple- who turn out to be much more than they appear at first glance. When one of them turns up dead in Nick and Carter's cabin, the hunt is on to find the other one before it's too late.
Dear Love Vixen: I've been a little ... down on my luck. (Like flat broke, homeless, and depressed). So my uncle has been letting me crash at his place and deliver coffee for his diner. It was
temporary. Till I got on my feet. Anyway, I delivered coffee to this uber-hot executive type on Madison, and well ... mistakes were made. He thought I was his intern! And he put me to work.
And I've always kinda wanted to work in advertising so I didn't correct him. I've been interning there now for two weeks, and the thing is, I think there's something developing between me and
the hot boss. And I love this job (it'd be better if I was getting paid, of course). But when he finds out I'm not who he thinks I am, and that I never bothered to correct him, it'll all be over! What
should I do? Mistaken Identity on Madison Dear Madison, What the whaaat? First it has to be said, "You go girl!" There I said it, now let's break it down. You've been working for two weeks
and are still fake employed, so that says you're doing well at your fake job. I suppose you could just stop showing up but you don't sound like the kind of woman to ghost. Having the hots for
your boss, now that's a real pickle. Sweetie, you know what you have to do. Tell the truth and it will set you free. You just might want to check with the coffee shop as plan B should your truth
set you back on the sidewalk. Good luck, hon! The ? Vixen From USA Today bestselling author Delancey Stewart
A science fiction harem erotica featuring a lot of hot, alien ladies!In a distant future where humans and aliens live in relative peace alongside each other, James somehow manages to still live
the mundane life of a failing romance novelist. The most interesting thing about him is the fact that he happens to be friends with Aria, a beautiful alien woman who also happens to be a failing
writer. She lives with three other alien women, all of whom are creative types of varying success.His boring life suddenly gets far more interesting when Aria comes to him one day with a
deeply desirable proposition: she wants James to move in with her and her roommates, and help them film hot human-on-alien sex to sell online. Given his inexperience, he's reluctant to get
naked and perform in front of a camera, but ultimately he throws caution to the wind and decides to dive into a new life of hot interracial sex...ALIEN HAREM contains one young,
inexperienced human, a group of extremely hot, lewd alien women, and a great deal of filthy, interracial sex. You have been warned.
Legendary musician Richard Marx offers an enlightening, entertaining look at his life and career. Richard Marx is one of the most accomplished singer-songwriters in the history of popular
music. His self-titled 1987 album went triple platinum and made him the first male solo artist (and second solo artist overall after Whitney Houston) to have four singles from their debut crack
the top three on the Billboard Hot 100. His follow-up, 1989’s Repeat Offender, was an even bigger smash, going quadruple platinum and landing two singles at number one. He has written
fourteen number one songs in total, shared a Song of the Year Grammy with Luther Vandross, and collaborated with a variety of artists including NSYNC, Josh Groban, Natalie Cole, and
Keith Urban. Lately, he’s also become a Twitter celebrity thanks to his outspokenness on social issues and his ability to out-troll his trolls. In Stories to Tell, Marx uses this same engaging,
straight-talking style to look back on his life and career. He writes of how Kenny Rogers changed a single line of a song he’d written for him then asked for a 50% cut—which inspired Marx to
write one of his biggest hits. He tells the uncanny story of how he wound up curled up on the couch of Olivia Newton-John, his childhood crush, watching Xanadu. He shares the tribulations of
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working with the all-female hair metal band Vixen and appearing in their video. Yet amid these entertaining celebrity encounters, Marx offers a more sobering assessment of the music
business as he’s experienced it over four decades—the challenges of navigating greedy executives and grueling tour schedules, and the rewards of connecting with thousands of fans at soldout shows that make all the drama worthwhile. He also provides an illuminating look at his songwriting process and talks honestly about how his personal life has inspired his work, including
finding love with wife Daisy Fuentes and the mystery illness that recently struck him—and that doctors haven’t been able to solve. Stories to Tell is a remarkably candid, wildly entertaining
memoir about the art and business of music.
'Beautifully illustrated and a simple introduction to the complex topic of gender, gender identity and gender expression.' - Fox Fisher, film-maker, artist, and trans campaigner Vincent is a fox
who loves to play dress-up with their brothers and sisters, but when they always choose to dress up as female characters, Vincent's siblings begin to wonder why. Vincent knows they are
actually a girl more than anything else, and with the support of friends and family they transition to living as their true self. This is the fun and sensitive story of one fox's journey to realise their
gender identity and the importance of being who you are. Part of the Truth & Tails series, which aims to eliminate prejudices and encourage acceptance in young children aged 4-8, this story
of growing up transgender is accompanied by hand-drawn, watercolour illustrations.
In 1923 Chicago, seventeen-year-old Gloria Carmody rebels against her upcoming society wedding by visiting a speakeasy, while her Pennsylvania cousin, Clara, hides similar tastes and her best friend,
Lorraine, makes plans of her own.
Fierce Highland war chief seeks comely lass for fun, frolic, and marriage Marcus MacPherson is every inch the fearsome Highlander. He's used to men averting their eyes and women cowering before him.
He thinks he'll eventually settle down with a nice, obedient bride. Instead, he gets Helen Grant... Stubborn as the day is long, fearless and dedicated to raising as much hell as possible, Helen is definitely
going to challenge Marcus. And challenge him some more. And then some. It's anyone's guess who'll win this battle of the heart... Praise for Highland Spitfire: "Wine always gets the heart of the history,
atmosphere, and traditions of the Highlands... Wondrous." -RT Book Reviews, 4 stars, Top Pick "I absolutely loved this book and the only complaint...is I stayed up way too late reading it." -Night Owl
Reviews, 5 stars, Top Pick
Part tell-all, part cautionary tale, this emotionally charged memoir from a former video vixen nicknamed 'Superhead' goes beyond the glamour of celebrity to reveal the inner workings of the hip-hop dancer
industry—from the physical and emotional abuse that's rampant in the industry, and which marked her own life—to the excessive use of drugs, sex and bling. Once the sought-after video girl, this sexy siren has
helped multi-platinum artists, such as Jay-Z, R. Kelly and LL Cool J, sell millions of albums with her sensual dancing. In a word, Karrine was H-O-T. So hot that she made as much as $2500 a day in videos
and was selected by well-known film director F. Gary Gray to co-star in his film, A Man Apart, starring Vin Diesel. But the film and music video sets, swanky Hollywood and New York restaurants and trysts
with the celebrities featured in the pages of People and In Touch magazines only touches the surface of Karrine Steffans' life. Her journey is filled with physical abuse, rape, drug and alcohol abuse,
homelessness and single motherhood—all by the age of 26. By sharing her story, Steffans hopes to shed light on an otherwise romanticised industry and help young women avoid the same pitfalls she
encountered. If they're already in danger, she hopes to inspire them to find a way to dig themselves out of what she knows first-hand to be a cycle of hopelessness and despair.
"One of my favourite reads this year!" -- Jaymin Eve, USA Today Bestselling Author "This is the Reverse Harem book you've been waiting for..." -- Rebecca Royce, Bestselling Author of The Westervelt
Wolves "Sly like a fox, Tate James lures you into this Reverse Harem thriller full of twists, turns, and tempting men!" -- A&E Kirk, Bestselling Author of The Divinicus Nex Chronicles I want vengeance so badly
that I can almost taste it. It's all I've ever wanted. So, I did what anyone in my unique position would do. I slapped on a secret identity and became an internationally renowned thief, known as The Fox.
Nobody knows me. Nobody can catch me. Or so I thought... It turns out; I have what they want. Special abilities. And trust me, these abilities are coveted--and dangerous. Now, I don't know who to trust or
where to go. Peril lurks on every corner as I try to uncover my past and origin. Teaming up with unlikely allies may be my only chance at survival or my biggest mistake. Only time will tell. I'm Kit Davenport
and this is only the beginning. ** Warning: This book is a Reverse Harem. It also contains violence, sex, bad-language and content which some readers may find triggering. **
Dear Love Vixen, I am actually writing to you for my cousin because she's too stubborn to do it herself. In a week she's returning home for her twin brother's wedding. Unfortunately, her brother's best man,
the very man who kissed her sixteen years ago and she hasn't seen since, is returning as well. I told her to make her move and finally know once and for all how he feels. She disagrees. She plans to avoid
him as much as possible until he goes back to the West Coast. Should she take my advice or let him disappear from her life for another sixteen years? Sincerely, A Concerned Cuz Dear Cuz, Oh, sweetie,
you should... I mean your "cuz" should definitely listen to your voice of reason. If she's been pining for him for sixteen years, there's obviously something there. At least for "her." You tell her LV said to go for
it. What has she got to lose? Another sixteen years of wondering "what if"? Most importantly, what has she got to gain? A wonderful happily ever after. Good luck, hon !The
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